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The impact of lens aberrations becomes severe when the critical dimensions (CDs) shrink. The accurate
measurement of both low- and high-order Zernike aberrations is important during a photolithographic
process. Based on the multi-illumination settings and principal component analysis of aerial images, a
novel in situ aberration measurement technique that can accurately measure all the Zernike aberrations,
except for the sinusoidal 2-θ and sinusoidal 4-θ terms (under polar coordinates, and Z1 to Z4 are not
considered) is proposed in this letter. The estimated maximum error of the Zernike aberrations ranges
from 0.43 to 0.78 mλ when the amplitudes of the Zernike coefficients range from –20 to 20 mλ. The
standard and root mean square errors are both in the range from 0.14 to 0.4 mλ.
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The critical dimensions (CDs) of integrated circuits have
been continuously shrinking for more than two decades.
The adverse lithographic impacts of lens aberrations have
become increasingly severe. The fast and accurate in

situ measurement of both low- and high-order Zernike
aberrations of lithographic lens is important during the
lithographic process. For example, semiconductor man-
ufacturers need such aberration data to simulate pro-
cesses reliably intended for manufacturing. Therefore,
several in situ aberration measurement (AM) techniques
have been developed to measure the low- and high-order
Zernike aberrations rapidly and precisely[1−9]. Duan
et al.[10,11] have proposed an in situ AM technique us-
ing aerial images (AIs) based on principal component
analysis (PCA) (AMAI-PCA). This technique is fast and
accurate, but can only measure low-order astigmatism,
spherical, and coma. A novel in situ AM technique for
lithographic lens using AIs based on PCA and multi-
illumination (MI) settings (AMAI-PCAMI) is proposed
in this letter based on the work of Duan et al.. This tech-
nique can measure accurately all the Zernike aberrations,
except for the sinusoidal 2-θ terms and 4-θ terms (under
polar coordinates), Z5, Z7–Z12, Z14–Z17, Z19–Z21, Z23–
Z28, Z30–Z32, and Z34–Z37 (Z1–Z4 are not considered).

The PCA of AI was used by the AMAI-PCA tech-
nique to establish a linear regression matrix that links
the principal component (PC) coefficients and Zernike
coefficients of lens aberrations. The Zernike coefficients
can be calculated when the linear regression matrix is
established[10]. The accuracy of the Zernike aberration
estimation is determined by the linearity between the PC
coefficients and Zernike coefficients. A better linearity
indicates more accurate measurement results.

Streamlined AI model is linear with respect to Zernike

aberrations[12]. Each Zernike aberration that affects the
intensity distribution characteristic of an AI should be
thoroughly extracted to improve the linearity between
the PC coefficients and Zernike coefficients. The AMAI-
PCA technique uses conventional illumination setting, in
which several Zernike aberrations have similar effects on
the intensity distribution of an AI that adversely impacts
the linearity between the PC coefficients and Zernike
coefficients. Zernike aberration has a different effect
on the intensity distribution of an AI when illumina-
tion settings are different (Fig. 1). The AMAI-PCAMI
technique can thoroughly extract the information on the
effects of each Zernike aberration on the intensity dis-
tribution of an AI through PCA of AIs under different
illumination settings. In addition, the linearity between
the PC and Zernike coefficients is improved.

AIs are calculated for each t Zernike combina-
tions designed using the three-dimensional (3D) Box-
Behnken design method[13,14]; each AI has a total num-
ber of pixels p. The relationship among PCs, PC

 
 

 
 

    

 

Fig. 1. Effects of Zernike aberration Z9 on the intensity distri-
bution of AIs under different illumination settings. (a) Con-
ventional σ=0.5, (b) annular σout=0.7 and σin=0.5, and (c)
annular σout=0.9 and σin=0.7.
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coefficients, and AIs is expressed as
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where AIMσn is the AI matrix, and the images are re-
shaped into vertical vectors of size p×t ; PCσn

i is the
PC vector of size p ×1, V σn

i is the corresponding PC
coefficient vector of size 1 × t, and Eσn

T is the residual
error of size p × t ; σn is the partial coherence factor
for different illumination settings and subscript ‘n’ (n=

1,2,3) denotes the illumination setting.
The linear regression matrix between the PC

coefficients of AIs and the Zernike coefficients of the
lens was established through the linear regression pro-
cess. The regression matrices are different because of
the different illumination settings. The linear regression
equation is expressed as
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where RMσn

i is the regression matrix of size 1 ×(m+1),
ZM is the matrix of the Zernike combinations, with the
size (m+1) ×t, Eσn

R is the residual error of size t × t, and
m is the number of Zernike aberrations used to build the
model.

The actual AIs in the extraction process are quickly
measured under different illumination settings and fitted
with PCs corresponding to the same illumination setting
to obtain the PC coefficients. This relationship is ex-
pressed as
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where AIσn is the actual AI vector of size p × 1, V σ
′

n is
the PC coefficient vector of the actual AI of size qn× 1,

E
σ
′

n

T is the residual error vector of size p×1, and qn is the
number of PCs used for solving Zernike aberrations.

Zernike aberrations can be solved by
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where V σ
′

1 , V σ
′

2 , and V σ
′

3 are the PC coefficient vectors
of the actual AIs of size qn×1; RMσ1 , RMσ2 , and RMσ3

are the regression matrices used to solve the Zernike aber-
rations of size qn×(1+m); E′

R is the residual error vector

of size (q1 +q2 +q3)×1. The PC coefficient matrices V σ
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and regression matrices RMσn are given by
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The measurement performance of the AMAI-PCAMI
was simulated through a standard lithographic simu-
lator tool PROLITHO (KLA-Tencor Co. Ltd.)[15,16].
The linearity between the PC coefficients and Zernike
coefficients can be obtained through the linear regression
process. The linearity of AMAI-PCAMI was compared
with that of AMAI-PCA[10], and an improved linearity
has been achieved. The mask pattern and simulation
settings for the validation of the comparison results are
the same with AMAI-PCA, except for the illumination
settings. The AMAI-PCAMI simulation was performed
under MI settings. One conventional and two annular
illumination settings were used during the simulation.
The partial coherence factor σ for the conventional illu-
mination setting was 0.5, whereas the partial coherence
factors [σouter, σinner] for the annular illumination set-
tings were [0.7, 0.5] and [0.9, 0.7], respectively. The
AMAI-PCA measurement was conducted under conven-
tional illumination setting, with partial coherence factor
σ of 0.65. The simulation settings are shown by Table 1.
The structural pattern of the mask is shown by Fig. 2,
which composed of the openings oriented in the 0◦/90◦

direction.
The PCs and PC coefficients were sorted in descending

order according to their weight during the PCA process.
The linearity between the PC coefficients and Zernike
coefficients is established if the linear relationship be-
tween them is greater than 0.99. In actual calculation,
the first 20 PC coefficients and corresponding linear re-
gression matrices are usually selected. The solving linear
equations is constituted with the terms whose linearity
between PC and Zernike coefficients is greater than 0.99.
Figure 3(a) shows the AMAI-PCAMI linearity, whereas
Fig. 3(b) shows the AMAI-PCA linearity.

Figure 3 shows that AMAI-PCAMI has more
PC coefficients whose linearity between the Zernike
coefficients is greater than 0.99 compared with AMAI-
PCA. Therefore, AMAI-PCAMI efficiently improves
the linearity between PC coefficients and Zernike
coefficients. The rank of the coefficient matrix of solv-
ing linear equations (Eq. (4)) is equal to the number
of the Zernike aberrations when the low- and high-order
Zernike aberrations need calculations. The Zernike aber-
rations can be calculated through least square fitting.
However, only a few terms have a linearity larger than
0.99 if AMAI-PCA is used to solve both the low- and
high-order Zernike aberrations. The number of solving
linear equations is less than the number of Zernike aber-
rations that need calculation. Therefore, the aberrations
cannot be calculated.

Fig. 2. Structural pattern of the mask used in the simulation
for AMAI-PCAMI and AMAI-PCA.
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Table 1. Simulation Settings

Parameter AMAI-PCAMI AMAI-PCA

Illumination Type, Partial
Conventional: σ = 0.5

Coherence Factor σ

Annular: σouter=0.7, σinner=0.5 Conventional: σ = 0.65

Annular: σouter = 0.9, σinnter=0.7

Wavelength λ (nm) 193

NA 0.75

CD (nm) 250

Pitch (nm) 3 000

Orientation 0◦/90◦

Range of Aerial Image (nm) X/Y direction: –900–900; Z direction: –3 500–3 500

Sample Interval (nm) X/Y direction: 30

Z direction: 125

A total of 100 groups of normally distributed Zernike
aberrations were randomly generated to simulate the
aberration distribution in the lithographic lens. PRO
LITH was used to simulate the AIs, and Zernike aber-
rations were solved by AMAI-PCAMI. The absolute
deviation between 100 nominal and calculated values
of Zernike aberrations was calculated to evaluate the
accuracy of AMAI-PCAMI. The calculated accuracy
of Zernike aberrations is shown Fig. 4. Max, stan-
dard, mean, and RMS errors stand for the maximum,

Fig. 3. Linearity between PC and Zernike coefficients. (a)
AMAI-PCAMI linearity, and (b) AMAI-PCA linearity.

Fig. 4. Zernike aberration simulated measurement accu-
racy using the AMAI-PCAMI technique, when the amplitude
range of Zernike aberrations varies from –20 to 20 mλ.

Fig. 5. Zernike aberration simulated measurement accuracy
using the AMAI-PCA technique when the amplitude range of
Zernike aberrations varies from –20 to 20 mλ.

standard, average, and root mean square errors of 100
deviations, respectively. AMAI-PCAMI can accurately
measure all the Zernike aberrations, except for the sinu-
soidal 2-θ terms and 4-θ terms (under polar coordinates),
Z5, Z7–Z12, Z14–Z17, Z19–Z21, Z23–Z28, Z30–Z32, and
Z34–Z37(Z1–Z4 are not considered). The calculated max-
imum error of Zernike aberrations is from 0.43 to 0.78
mλ. The standard and RMS errors vary within the range
from 0.14 to 0.4 mλ.

The accuracy of the Zernike aberrations based on the
AMAI-PCA technique is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The
accuracy of low-order Zernike aberrations calculated by
AMAI-PCA was compared with that by AMAI-PCAMI
(Figs. 4 and 5, in which the accuracies of Z5, Z7–Z9, and
Z14–Z16 were compared). Compared with AMAI-PCA,
the average accuracy of the low-order Zernike aberrations
solved by AMAI-PCAMI improved by more than 10%.

A novel in situ AMAI-PCAMI technique is proposed
in this letter. All the Zernike aberrations, except for
the sinusoidal 2-θ terms and 4-θ terms (under polar
coordinates), Z5, Z7–Z12, Z14–Z17, Z19–Z21, Z23–Z28,
Z30–Z32, and Z34–Z37(Z1 to Z4 are not considered), can
be measured accurately using the MI settings and PCA of
AIs. The maximum error of Zernike aberrations is from
0.43 to 0.78 mλ when the amplitude range of Zernike
coefficients varies from –20 to 20 mλ. The standard and
RMS errors are both in the range from 0.14 to 0.4 mλ.
Compared with AMAI-PCA, the average accuracy of
low-order Zernike aberrations (Z5, Z7–Z9, and Z14–Z16)
solved by AMAI-PCAMI improvers by more than 10%.
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The AMAI-PCAMI technique exhibits great potential to
measure all the 37 Zernike aberrations accurately, with
the optimization of the mask and illumination settings.
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